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Abstract:

The question of subjecthood has dogged linguistic science since ancient times.

However, in current versions of Minimalism, subjects do nothave primitive status

and can only be defined in derived terms. However, subjects and the broader

theoretical notion ofSUBJECT remain important in linguistic description. This

paper develops a definition of subjecthood in terms of set-theoretic notions of

functional dependency: when a feature, sayφ, determines the value of some

other feature, sayuφ. This notion is used to describe various phenomena where

subjecthood has been invoked: binding domains and subject-oriented anaphors.1

1 THE PROBLEM OF SUBJECTS

This paper is concerned with the notion ofSUBJECTand with providing a definition couched

in Minimalist terms. SUBJECTs are indispensable for the Binding Theory where they define

domains for anaphors and pronouns (Chomsky 1981).

(1) a. i. Principle A: An anaphor must be bound within its governing category.

ii. Principle B: A pronominal must be free within its governing category.

iii. Principle C: An R-expression must be free (Chomsky 1981).

b. B is a governing category for A if and only if B is the minimalcategory

containing A, a governor of A, and aSUBJECTaccessible to A (Chomsky

1981).



In the remainder of this paper, I will use the neutral term ‘binding domain’ rather than governing

category for two reasons. First, technical term of governing category is no longer operative in

Minimalist syntax. However, it is worth noting that a fully fledged binding theory is still lacking

in the Minimalist programme. As such, it is still necessary to these invoke older, pre-Minimalist

notions in order to discuss binding phenomena. The second reason is that ‘governing category’

only refers to the domain in which reciprocals and local, English-typehimself anaphors are

bound – it does not include the larger domain characteristicof subject-oriented anaphora (see

section 4). Consequently, I will use the more theoreticallyneutral term ‘binding domain’ for

the remainder of this paper

I take the two terms to be broadly equivalent (although I redefine the notion of ‘binding domain

in (13)). It is hoped that one of the contributions of this paper will be to provide a framework

from which a Minimalist notion of ‘binding domain’ can be developed in future research.

The following pair of examples shows that anaphors must be bound, and that pronouns must be

free, within a domain delimited by a subject

(2) a. The twinsi said that||Sub he liked *each otheri/themi

b. He said that||Sub the twinsi liked each otheri/*themi

The paradigm can be extended to binding within DPs. A possessor defines a binding domain.

When the possessor is present (3a) then the anaphor must be bound within the DP – and the

pronoun must be free within the DP. When the possessor is absent (3a), then the anaphor must

be bound in the domain defined by the clausal subject – and the pronoun must be free in this

domain.

(3) a. The twinsi liked [||SubJohn’s pictures of *each otheri/themi]

b. The twinsi took [||Sub ∅ pictures of each otheri/*themi]

Thus, the possessor counts as aSUBJECTas far as the Binding Theory is concerned.



1.1 The difficulty of defining subjecthood

The problem with usingSUBJECT as a primitive of the Binding Theory is that it is difficult

to define adequately – a problem that stems from the difficultyof defining subjecthood more

generally.2 Although subjecthood is an essential descriptive device inlinguistics, it is not

clear what it is derived from at a theoretical level. Over theyears, various prototypical, non-

exclusive properties of subjects have been proposed. None are either necessary or sufficient.

The following is a non-exhaustive list that illustrates theextent of the problem. Subjects may:

(4) a. be involved in predication

b. be agents

c. determine agreement on a predicate

d. be located in SpecTP

e. have Nominative case

f. be linked to EPP phenomena

g. be the highest argument of a VP (i.e. there is only one of them, it will typically

precede other arguments etc.)

h. be antecedents for subject-oriented anaphors (SOAs) (e.g. Maling (1984)).

However, none of these diagnostics appear to be necessary orsufficient – there are putative

counter examples to all of them.

One of the oldest notions of subjecthood was its link to predication. However, not all predication

structures are domains for Binding Theory. Example (5) contains a small clause predication

structure. The anaphor can be bound by the clausal subject i.e. the subject of the small clause

predicate does not appear to be a domain for binding.

(5) Dr. Robert Bruce Banneri considered[SC the Incredible Hulk (to be) a clone of

himselfi/*himi]3



Similarly, subjects also cannot be defined purely in semantic terms. Although subjects are often

agents, there are examples where they are not. In many Bantu languages, a semantic object

may occur in subject position and determine agreement. Also, in the following English passive

sentence, the subject is a Theme.

(6) A cat was seen

The agreement diagnostic raises the question of agreeing objects in languages with object

agreement (e.g. many Bantu languages) and the DPs associated with postpositions etc. The

agreement diagnostic also suggests that in the following example, the DPa cat is the subject,

raising questions about the status of the expletivethere. I will return to the agreement diagnostic;

this paper will show that agreement is a crucial indicator ofSUBJECT – although agreement

itself is not the crucial factor – it is only indicative of it.

(7) There is a cat at the door

A related diagnostic is that the subject be located in SpecTP(i.e. the EPP holds). However,

this is also problematic as the previous example demonstrates: an expletive is in SpecTP

(an indicator of subjecthood), whereas agreement is determined by the indefinite DP (also an

indicator of subjecthood).4

The Case diagnostic can also lead to confusing results. In some languages (e.g. Korean), there

can be more than one nominative DP in a clause. In languages with ‘quirky’ case (e.g. Icelandic)

a DP (which otherwise conforms with other properties of subjects) may be marked with Dative

or a default case other than Nominative. In addition, the possessor in (3) has genitive case, not

Nominative.

Another property is that the subject is the highest argumentof a VP. However, if Nominative

Case defines subjecthood, then this cannot be true in multiple Nominative constructions (e.g.



Korean). More often than not, the subjecthood of the highestargument is stipulated (e.g. in the

argument list (HPSG, LFG) – in other words it is a theory-internal assumption.

A related issue is the Extended Projection Principle (EPP) which ensures that every clause has

a subject. However, there is as yet no consensus on what the EPP is or even if it exists (Boeckx

2000a, Martin 1999) and it holds little explanatory value. At best, EPP ensures that the highest

argument will move to subject position.

The final property I will discuss here is the fact that in some languages (e.g. Icelandic, Dutch),

there is a subset of anaphors which can only be bound by subjects. While this has been used

as a diagnostic for subjecthood (e.g. Maling (1984), Zaenenet al. (1985)) it is unclear what

actually determines this binding behaviour or why subjectsshould be the sole antecedents for

some anaphors but not others. The upshot is that this phenomenon is a diagnostic, and is defined

circularly: a subject-oriented anaphor is bound by a subject – a subject can be an antecedent for

a subject-oriented anaphor.

To summarize, althoughSUBJECT is important for the Binding Theory, it is not clear how

SUBJECT is related to subjecthood more generally, or even what subjecthood reduces to at

a theoretical level. In some frameworks, such as LFG, Relational Grammar and HPSG,

subjecthood is stipulated. In the frameworks of P&P and the Minimalist Program, on the other

hand, there has been a sustained attempt to sidestep the problem of subjecthood by deriving

it from more fundamental properties. In this venture, I think that these frameworks have

been largely successful although significant problems remain. For instance many properties

of subjects are derived from an interaction of locality constraints on movement (thus the DP

that moves to Spec TP will always be the highest DP in the VP etc.). Similarly, Nominative

case is regarded as a reflex of Tense (Pesetsky and Torrego 2001). This paper continues the

tradition by proposing a theoretical basis forSUBJECT flowing from relational theory (Codd

1970).

The advantage of this approach is that it allows a principledway of choosing between the

various empirically based means of defining subject (e.g. interms of agreement, nominative



case etc). While much of the data I will discuss in this paper relates to agreement, this by itself

is not superior to notions ofSUBJECTdefined in terms of nominative case or any of the other

possible characteristics of subjects. However, if it can beshown that agreement is underpinned

by a theoretically primitive relation then it lends credence to definitions of subjecthood which

draw on agreement phenomena.

2 BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

The following paper requires four main assumptions. The proposal is broadly couched within

the Minimalist Program ((Chomsky 1995b) and subsequent works) although some of the

conclusions may diverge from some of the later versions of this framework.

2.1 AGREE

Agree is asymmetric (Chomsky 1995b:277–279). Pairs of uninterpretable and interpretable

features are mediated byAGREE a pairwise relationship between aPROBE and aGOAL where

uninterpretable features on thePROBEare valued by the equivalent interpretable features on the

GOAL (Chomsky 2000) yielding an ordered pair (GOAL, PROBE). In other words, the value of

theGOAL e.g.φ determines the value of thePROBEuφ. With respect to Case featues, I assume

that Nominative case is a manifestation of uT on nominals checked by the corresponding T

feature on the tense head (Pesetsky and Torrego 2001).

2.2 Anaphors

Since a large part of this paper will be a discussion of anaphors, I will outline some basic

assumptions here. There is no equivalent of binding within the Minimalist Program (Chomsky

1995b) so, as a starting point, I assume traditional BindingTheory (Chomsky 1981) and



specifically, principles A and B and the notion of governing category (1).

Concerning the feature specification of anaphors themselves, anaphors are traditionally speci-

fied as [+ANAPHORIC], a feature taken to be mnemonic for the referential defectiveness of the

anaphor (Chomsky 1981, Reinhart and Reuland 1991, Thráinsson 1991). I take anaphors to

lack (a subset of) appropriateφ features;φ features, and ultimately referentiality, are supplied

by the antecedent mediated by a command relation.5

2.3 Phrase structure

Concerning phrase structure, I start from the proposition that A merged with B yields a partially

ordered set {A,{A,B}} (Chomsky 1995a). In particular, I assume that such a structure is

unambiguous and can represent a single relationship. In thefollowing example, it is A that

selects B – B cannot simultaneously select A: phrase structure is unambiguous (Devlin 1993,

Halmos 1960).6

(8) a. {A,{A,B}}

b. A
ee%%

A B

2.4 Functional dependencies

Finally, I would like to introduce a useful tool: the notion of functional dependency. The

notation {A,{A,B}} used to represent phrase structure (Chomsky 1995a) is not only a

convenient way of representing linguistic trees. Mathematically speaking, this notation actually

meanssomething; A and B are (partially) ordered where A determines some property of B: a

functional dependency.



Functional dependencies are a useful tool because they provide an intuitive way of relating

to phrase structure. Functional dependencies are a theoretical notion which I borrow from

Relational Theory (Codd 1970) a branch of set-theoretic mathematics. Drawing on the

definition of functional dependencies provided by Dutka andHanson (1989), I define functional

dependencies in syntactic terms in (9) (De Vos 2006, De Vos 2006). In the remainder of this

paper, I will use arrows to indicate functional dependency as is standard in the literature on the

topic.

(9) a. Functional dependency:Let X and Y represent sets of syntactic features (trivially

including sets of just one feature). X functionally determines Y if the value of X

determines the value of Y (i.e. X→ Y) (De Vos 2006, De Vos 2006).7

b. Value: Let the value of X and Y be the value of features (eg. categorial features

±N, ±V; formal features uφ, φ; semantic features±agent etc.).

c. Transitivity: Functional dependencies are transitive. If X→ Y and Y→ Z, then X

→ Z (Armstrong 1974, Beeri et al. 1977, Sagiv et al. 1981).

Intuitively, this means that if X selects a complement Y, then X functionally determines Y i.e.

X → Y. Similarly, if W agrees with Z, then the feature value of W (e.g. 3SG) is determined by

the properties of Z (e.g. 3SG) i.e. Z→ W. I take it as a fundamental fact that phrase structure

can be expressed in terms of functional dependencies.8 It is important to note that functional

dependencies and their properties, including transitivity, are not contentious within Relational

Theory. The only novelty about the current approach is that Ipropose to apply Functional

dependency to syntactic relationships, in particular to agreement and selection although this is

not an exclusive listing.

(10) Agreement and selection are functional dependencies

a. A feature F determines the value of a corresponding uF feature; by examining the

value of F alone (e.g. 3SG), one can determine the value of the uF (e.g. 3SG etc.): F

→ uF.



b. A SUBCAT feature determines the value of the complement which it selects; by

examining theSUBCAT feature alone, one can determine the value of the

complement it selects.

2.5 Projection and specifiers

Since SpecTP will figure prominently in subsequent discussion, it is worth while mentioning

some of the implications of these assumptions for this position.

(11) TP
HHH

���
SpecTP T

@@��
T . . .

Given the assumptions outlined in the previous section, thefact that T(P) projects in (11) is a

function of the fact that T functionally determines features on the subject, namely Case, not to

mention the fact that T also selects for a subject as a function of the EPP.

However, the subject also agrees withuφ on T and thus the subject functionally determines

these features on T byAGREE. A reviewer has pointed out that this implies that SpecTP selects

T becauseφ features on the DP in SpecTP determine uninterpretable features on T, a conclusion

seemingly at odds with standard phrase structure. In fact, this is only an apparent problem.

While every selection relation is also a functional dependency, it is not the case that every

functional dependency is a selectional relationship.AGREE holds when a value on aGOAL

feature determines the value on aPROBE feature. Thus, theφ features on the DP in SpecTP

AGREE with their uninterpretable counterparts on T; this constitutes a functional dependency

but it does not imply that the DP as a whole ‘selects’ T. It merely entails that some feature in the

DP feature bundle functionally determines some corresponding feature in the T feature bundle.9

To summarize, this section has proposed that syntactic relations such as selection andAGREE



can be represented by functional dependencies, a basic relationship derived from Relational

Theory and Set Theory. In addition to their mathematical grounding independent of linguistic

theory, functional dependencies are not actually an assumption per se – rather functional

dependencies are a natural consequence of a set-theoretic approach to phrase structure

(Chomsky 1995a). Functional dependencies must therefore be regarded as a deep property

of linguistic theory.10

3 ARGUMENTS IN FAVOUR OF A FUNCTIONAL DEPENDENCY APPROACH

TO BINDING DOMAINS

There are three main arguments for a functional dependency approach to binding domains. The

first argument, set out in the previous section, is theoretical – functional dependencies follow

from standard assumptions about phrase structure and syntactic relationships; if the starting

point of Chomsky (1995a) is true, then functional dependencies are necessarily inherent in

linguistic structures. The second argument is based on the fact that functional dependencies

provide a way of distinguishing subjects from non-subjects– a distinction that has remained

important in linguistics despite its resistance to formalization. The third argument for functional

dependencies is that they allow the integration of possessive and clausal subjects under a single

banner.

3.1 Functional dependencies distinguish subjects from non-subjects

The usefulness of functional dependencies is that they can be used to distinguish subjects from

non-subjects. At the heart of this idea is the notion that agreement can instantiate a functional

dependency as explained in the previous section. Consider the relationships present in the

following LF representation. I will assume avP shell structure where light verbs introduce

verbal arguments and where V-v raising takes place (Larson 1988). The subject DP has moved

from SpecvP to SpecTP.11



(12) a. Sarah gave the ball to Susan

b. T
PPPP

����
DP

HHH
���

Sarah

Subject

T
aaaa

!!!!
T v

PPPP
����

Subj v
PPPP

����
v

gave

V
aaaa

!!!!
DP

Q
Q

�
�
the ball

V
b

bb
"

""
Vxx PP

b
bb

"
""
to Susan

φ

θ

θ

θ

Consider the functional dependencies in this tree, some of which are informally represented by

arrows. Within the verb shell, since selection is an instantiation of functional dependency (10),

v functionally determines V as well as the DP in SpecvP. V and the light verbv each selects

arguments and assignsΘ-roles. Thus, each of the arguments is functionally determined by a

verbal head. Within the verb shell, none of the arguments functionally determine any other

element.

Similarly, in the functional layer, T will functionally determinev and, by the Transitivity rule

(9c) everything contained inv. This situation changes dramatically when one considers the

status of the DP in SpecTP. T assigns Case to the subject DP andconsequently functionally

determines it. However,φ features (GOAL) in DP also determine the values of their

corresponding uninterpretable features (PROBE) on T. Thus theφ features of the subject DP

functionally determines T and, by the Transitivity rule (9c), everything contained within it.12

Thus, functional dependency exposes an asymmetry between subject DPs and other DP

arguments. Subject DPs are functional determiners; non-subjects are functionally determined



and do not functionally determine any other element in the representation. It is this asymmetry

which I propose underpins the notion ofSUBJECT. Any DP which functionally determines some

feature can be regarded as aSUBJECT. Typically, such features will be formal features.

(13) a. SUBJECT: A DP which functionally determines aφ feature is aSUBJECT.

b. Binding domain: The minimal domain containing an anaphor, a potential binder

and aSUBJECT.

3.2 Possessive DPs as subjects

This paper began with the problem of definingSUBJECT as it pertains to binding domains.

Having provided an elegant definition ofSUBJECT and binding domain in (13), I will now

demonstrate how this definition fares with respect to the data.

(14) ||Sub The twinsi expected that||Sub [I] would help *each otheri/themi

In situations where theSUBJECT is also the clausal subject, the data are easily explained.

Since the clausal subject will always agree with T, the clausal subject will always functionally

determineφ features of T and will consequently always be aSUBJECT. Clausal subjects will

thus always determine a domain for binding.

In section (1) it was shown that possessors areSUBJECTs. In (15a), there is no possessor/subject

and the reciprocal can be bound by the sentential subject,they. In (15b), in contrast, a

possessor/subject is present within the DP and induces a domain; the reciprocal cannot be bound

by the sentential subject since it now lies outside the binding domain. These examples show

that the binding domain is defined by the presence of an overtSUBJECT.

(15) a. ||Sub Theyi read [ ] books about each otheri/*themi



b. ||Sub Theyi read||Sub [Mary’s] books about *each otheri/themi

(Harbert 1995:184–185)

These data are puzzling from a traditional perspective. First there is the problem of why a

possessor DP should count as a subject at all since this is notan intuitive idea (i.e. the possessive

DP is optional, not necessarily agentive, does not determine agreement in English etc.). Second,

if one requires a subjectpositionor field to determine a domain, then there is clearly a position

available whether it is filled or not. Thus, in contexts wherethere is no possessor DP, it is not

necessarily obvious that there should also be no binding domain.13

The definition ofSUBJECT in terms of functional dependencies (13) immediately makesthe

prediction that if possessors are binding domains then the non-clausal possessive pronoun

should functionally determine its complement in the same way that a clausal DP subject

functionally determines agreement on T.

(16) [TP DP [T T. . . ]] (17) [DP POSS [NP [N N. . . ]]
Agr Agr

Although in English it is not immediately clear that the English possessive functionally

determines its complement, there is a range of research which shows that DPs parallel the

architecture of clauses (Szabolcsi 1983; 1994). But makingthe claim that SpecDP is analogous

to SpecTP does not really provide any deep explanations; whyshould D and T be analogous

since at a feature level they appear quite different?14 What is it about the relationship between

DP and T and N respectively that makes the DP a subject?

The functional dependency proposal makes a clear prediction: the DP in SpecTP and SpecDP,

should functionally determine features on T and N respectively. The crucial evidence for

functional dependency comes from Hungarian where overt agreement occurs between a

possessive and its complement. In (18), subject marking-m occurs in both clausal and

possessive contexts.



(18) a. (Én)
I

alud-t-am
sleep-PAST-1SG

‘I slept’

Hungarian (Liptak, p.c.)

b. az
the

én
I

vendég-e-m
guest-POSS-1SG

‘my guest’

Hungarian (Liptak, p.c.)

The possessive pronoun determines agreement morphology onN in the same way that DP

subjects determine agreement morphology on T. This shows that SUBJECTs in both these

contexts can be unified by the fact that both functionally determine their complements. This

is a very important result; it confirms that the central characteristic underlying binding domains

is functional dependency – in this case, expressed by means of agreement.

4 SUBJECT-ORIENTED ANAPHORS

The next section deals with another issue in binding that is not predicted at all by Standard

Binding theory: subject-oriented anaphors. It will be argued that the central device underpin-

ning this phenomenon isSUBJECTdefined in terms of functional dependency. The discussion

is adapted from (De Vos (2006)a) and (De Vos (2006)b).

Subject-oriented anaphors (SOA) is a generic term that I will use to describe anaphoric

phenomena that exclusively have a subject as an antecedent.The following is a Dutch example

of a local, subject-oriented anaphor. The anaphorzichcan only be bound by the clausal subject

Jan.

(19) a. Jani

Jani
zag
saw

een
a

slang
snake

naast
near

zichi

REFLi

‘Jan saw a snake near him’

Dutch (Koster 1985:145)

b. SUBJECTi . . .OBJECTi . . .REFLi]
X

×



Many other languages have SOAs that are bound by long-distance antecedents. In fact, SOAs

are often thought to always be long-distance anaphors, a notion contradicted by the Dutch data

above. Although my analysis is applicable to SOAs generally, in the following section, I will

concentrate on long-distance anaphors more specifically. Typically the domain for these long-

distance SOAs is at least the minimal tensed clause with additional possible antecedents at

longer distance also being possible under some conditions (see (Koster and Reuland 1991) and

references in that book). These SOAs do not seem to obey Principle A.

(20) a. ||Sub Zhangsani
Zhangsani
SUBJECT

gaosu
tell

Lisik
Lisik
OBJECT

||Sub Wangwuj
Wangwuj
SUBJECT

xihuan
like

zijii/j/∗k

REFLi/j/∗k

REFL

‘Zhangsani told Lisik that Wangwuj likes himi/j/∗k’

Mandarin Chinese (Huang p.c.)15

a1. SUBJECT. . .OBJECT [TP . . .REFL]
X

×

b. Péturi
Péturi

bað

asked
Jensj
Jensj

um
PREP

PROj

PROj

að

to
raka
shave

sigi/∗j

REFLi/∗j

‘Pétur asked Jens to shave him’

Icelandic (Harbert 1995:192)

c. At
that

Peteri
Peteri

bad
asked

Annek
Annek

om
PREP

[PROk at
to

ringe
ring

til
to

sigi]
REFLi

‘that Peter asked Anne to ring him’

Danish (Thráinsson 1991:51)

d. Joni

Joni
bad
asked

oss
us

forsøke
try

å
to

få
get

deg
you

til
COMP

å
to

snakke
speak

pent
nicely

om
about

segi
REFLi

‘Jon asked us to try to get you to speak nicely about him’

Norwegian Hellan (1991:30)

The example in (20a) has has two finite clauses with an antecedent, namelyWangwuin the

minimal tensed clause. In addition, it is possible for the subject of the matrix clause, namely

Zhangsan, to bind the anaphor yielding an ambiguous reading for the anaphor. Importantly,

both possible antecedents are subjects of their respectiveclauses; the non-subject, namely



Lisi, cannot be an antecedent, contrary to what is predicted by Principle A. The configuration

schematically represented in (20b). The data are similar toSOAs in many other languages

including Icelandic, Norwegian and Danish.16

Long-distance anaphors have several characteristics in common (Cole and Hermon 2005, Koster

and Reuland 1991, Pica 1986; 1991).

(21) (i) Antecedents must be subjects (hence they are SOAs)

(ii) LDAs allow an antecedent outside the governing category

(iii) LDA is restricted to reflexives; reciprocals are neverLDAs

(iv) LDAs are monomorphemic; morphologically complex anaphors are local (Everaert

1991)

(v) In languages without subject-verb agreement, LDAs exhibit the ‘Blocking Effect’17

(vi) Outside the local domain there is no complementarity between pronouns and

LDAs.

What these cross-linguistics correlations suggest is thatSOAs are subject to strong cross-

linguistic principles and that there must be some syntacticoperation which can distinguish

subjects from non-subjects.

(22) a. Generalization 1: Structurally licensed LDAs are subject oriented.

b. Generalization 2: Some local anaphors are subject oriented

c. Corollary: Some syntactic operation must exist which distinguishes between

subjects and non-subjects.

In this paper, I have demonstrated that functional dependencies can make this distinction and

I would like to propose that functional dependencies are responsible for the subject-oriented

nature of SOAs. I will not, however, derive all the properties in (21), merely their subject-

oriented nature.



4.1 SOAs are not logophors

It might be claimed that SOAs are simply logophors. Logophors seem to be determined by

discourse and prominence factors rather than structural configurations. Thus, English ‘picture

anaphors’ do not always require a C-commanding antecedent (23); Icelandic anaphors can have

non-structural, pragmatic antecedents (24); Korean anaphors can be determined by discourse

topics (25); and Malay anaphors can be bound by discourse prominent antecedents (26).

(23) [That we hang a picture ofhimselfi on every wall] is one of thepresident′si most

outrageous demands English (Reinhart and Reuland 1991:317)

(24) a. María
Maria

var
was

alltaf
always

svo
so

andstyggilig.
nasty.

þegar
When

Ólafurj
Olafj

kaemi
came

segði
said

hún
she

séri/∗j
REFLi/∗j

áreiðanlega
certainly

að

to
fara
leave

. . .

Icelandic (Thráinsson 1991:58)

b. (Hei thinks:) Maria was always so nasty. WhenOlafj came, she would certainly

tell himselfi/∗j to leave.

(25) A: Maryi-ka
Maryi-NOM

ku
the

pati-e
party-to

kass-ni
went-Q

anim
or

tarun
other

salam-i
person-NOM

taysin
instead

kass-ni?
go-Q

‘Is it Maryi who went to the party of somebody else instead?

B: Ani,
no

caki-ka
REFLi-NOM

kasse
went

‘No, SELFi went’

Korean (Gill 1999:173)

(26) a. Sitii
Sitii

mengingatkan
remind

Mohamedj
Mohamedj

yang
that

saya
1SG

tahu
know

dirinyai/j/k

REFL.3SGi/j/k

‘Siti reminded Mohamed that I know he/she is a criminal’

Malay (Cole and Hermon 2005:629)



In all these examples, the logophoric element is licensed byantecedents which are not

necessarily represented in the syntactic structure and arenot necessarily subjects.

There are several reasons to claim that SOAs are distinct from logophoric phenomena. First,

example (19) is an SOA that is obligatorily local. With the exception of its local character, it

conforms with the properties in (21). Since logophors are characteristically non-local, SOAs

cannot all be logophors. Another reason to exclude logophors from this category is that

logophors can operate at arbitrary distances from the antecedent, may not necessarily have

an antecedent at all and need not be in a C-command relationship with the antecedent. In

contrast, SOAs must be bound by a C-commanding antecedent, an antecedent is obligatory

and the antecedent must be within a domain typically defined by the tensed clause (Koster

and Reuland 1991) (again, abstracting away from the local character of Dutchzich). Koster and

Reuland (1991) suggest that there are three domains for binding (a) the local domain forhimself

type anaphors (b) a medium-range domain for SOAs and (c) a larger domain for logophors.

All these properties suggest that SOAs are distinct from logophors. Finally, SOAs are cross-

linguistically morphologically simplex (as opposed to local anaphors likehimself). There is no

such restriction on logophors, which can be complex.

For these reasons, I do not think that lumping SOAs together with logophors is the right move.

Doing so would obscure strong cross-linguistic correlations. Consequently, I will continue to

treat SOAs as a distinct set of anaphoric possibilities. By excluding logophors it is also possible

to make the claim that the strong subject-oriented character of SOAs must be derived from some

deeper principle of grammar.

4.2 Previous analyses of SOAs

It has been proposed that constructions with SOAs are derived by head movement (Cole et al.

1990, Huang and Tang 1991, Pica 1986). SOAs are always monomorphemic and are thus

consistent with head status. It has been proposed that such ahead can adjoin to the subject.



(27) a. Zhangsani
Zhangsani
SUBJECT

gaosu
tell

Lisik
Lisik
OBJECT

Wangwuj
Wangwuj
SUBJECT

xihuan
like

zijii/j/∗k

REFLi/j/∗k

REFL

‘Zhangsani told Lisik that Wangwuj likes himi/j/∗k’

Mandarin Chinese (Huang p.c.)

b. Zhangsani
Zhangsani

[ziji j/i]
REFLj/i

gaosu
tell

Lisik
Lisik

Wangwuj
Wangwuj

[ziji j]
REFLj

xihuan
like

zijii/j/∗k

REFLi/j/∗k

By assumption, the reflexive head can only be bound when it moves into a local adjunction

relation with its antecedent. Thus reflexive binding is contingent on head movement. This

approach requires that head-movement can occur between clauses.18 In example (27), the

reflexive head,ziji, adjoins to INFL and is bound by the subject located in SpecIP. Nothing

prevents the reflexive from undergoing cyclic head movement, thus allowing it to be bound by

every subject in the sentence. Importantly, however, sincethe anaphor is already bound by

Wangwu, the higher antecedent must match the features of the lower antecedent, in this case,

3SG.

However, this analysis cannot be correct for all SOAs, especially those found in the Germanic

languages. The central criticism of the approach stems fromgeneralization (21v). In languages

with no agreement (e.g. Mandarin Chinese), SOAs are subjectto a ‘blocking’ effect. Long

distance antecedents are only possible if the long-distance antecedent agrees with the possible

antecedents beneath it. This has been used as a diagnostic for a head-movement analysis of

these anaphors (Cole and Hermon 2005, Cole et al. 1993, Huangand Tang 1991, Huang 1996,

Pica 1986).

(28) Nii
youi.2SG

renwei
think

woj

Ij.1SG

zhidao
know

ziji∗i/j

REFL∗i/j

de
POSS

taitai
wife

shi
is

yige
one

da
big

hao
good

ren
man

‘You think that I knew that my own wife was a very good person’

(Cole and Hermon 2005:628)

(29) Nii

you.2SG

[ziji i/j]
[1SG/2SG]
REFL

renwei

think

woj

I.1SG

[ziji]
[1SG]
REFL

zhidao

know

ziji∗i/j

REFL

. . .

. . .



The local subjectwo differs in features from the long-distance subjectni. The reflexive head,

ziji, adjoins to INFL of the embedded clause where it agrees with the features of the subject:

1SG. If it were to undergo further movement to adjoin to INFL of the matrix clause, then it

would also have to agree with the matrix subject: 2SG. This would result in a clash of features.

Thus, The SOA can only be bound by the local subject, because the two subjects do not agree.

This is known as the ‘blocking’ effect and has been used as an indicator that the SOAziji must

adjoin to the local subject before it can be bound by the long-distance subject.

This analysis is not available for the Germanic languages since the blocking effect is not visible.

(30) a. Jóni

Jóni
segir
says

að
that

þú
you

elskir
love

sigi/hanni
REFLi/himi

‘Jóni says that you love himi’

Icelandic (Sigurðsson 1990:309)

In example (30), the subjects of the embedded and the matrix clause differ in terms of their

features. Yet the fact that the matrix subject can be an antecedent of the reflexive shows

that there is no blocking effect. Consequently, this example cannot be derived by the head-

movement analysis.

Another argument against the universal validity of the head-movement analysis is that SOAs

can occur in islands in Icelandic (Thráinsson 1991:57). Theexamples in (31a,b) show that an

anaphor can occur in a context where WH extraction is not possible. This militates against

an analysis that involves movement of the anaphor. These arguments show that not all SOAs

reduce to head-movement.



(31) a. Jóni

Jóni
segir
says

að
that

þu
you

hafir
have

barið
hit

konuna
woman

sem
that

hafi
has

svikið
betrayed

sigi

REFLi

‘Jón says that you hit the woman that betrayed him’

Icelandic (Thráinsson 1991:57)

b. *Hvern
who

segir
says

Jón
Jón

að
that

þu
you

hafir
have

barið
hit

konuna
woman

sem
that

hafi
has

svikið?
betrayed

‘Who does Jón say that you have hit the woman that has betrayedt?’

Icelandic (Thráinsson 1991:57)

4.3 Proposal: SOAs are sensitive to functional dependency

That subjects should be important in defining some kinds of antecedents is actually not

surprising given the prominent role played by subjects in defining binding domains more

generally: the binding domain of local anaphors is delimited by the closest accessibleSUBJECT

(section 3). The real question is how to express this intuition in formal terms – what fundamental

principles does subjecthood derive from? As should be clearby now, I will argue thatSUBJECT

defined in terms of functional dependencies is responsible.

Traditionally, anaphors are bound by a command relation: C-command.19 Although it is usually

assumed that C-command is the sole command relation available to narrow syntax, if the results

of section 3 are correct, then there must be another command relation based on functional

dependencies. Recall that functional dependencies followfrom standard assumptions about

phrase structure and syntactic relationships. These assumptions lead to the conclusions that

functional dependencies are inherent in syntactic representations. Thus, it would be very

surprising if narrow syntax didnot make use of them. So I would like to propose that there

is a typological distinction between those anaphors that are bound by C-command and those

that are bound bySUBJECTdefined in terms of functional dependency.



(32) DPshhhhhhhh
((((((((

+FREE
PPPP

����
R-expressions Pronouns

+BOUND
XXXXX

�����
C-COMMAND

Local anaphors

himself etc

FD-COMMAND

SOAs

zich etc

Note that C-command and FD-command are distinct types of command relationship.20 Impor-

tantly, however, the notion ofSUBJECT is central. If one assumes the existence ofSUBJECTfor

the purposes of the standard Binding Theory then one must also accept it for the purposes of

SOAs. All I have done in this paper is to provide a formal account of what aSUBJECT is.

SOAs sensitive to functional dependency will only be bound by the subject and never a non-

subject. They may or may not be local – modulo minimality constraints on intervening

antecedents.21 C-command anaphors however will always be bound by a C-commanding

antecedent.22

This leads me to tentatively redefine the domain condition ofPrinciple A of the Binding theory

in terms of functional dependency.

(33) Principle A: An anaphoric, NP must be

A1: C-command bound in a binding domainδ [Local himself-type]

OR

A2: Functional dependency bound in a binding domainδ [SOA zich-type]

Domain: (Tentative) The domainδ is the first DP which functionally determines the

reflexive. see (13)



4.3.1 Relativizing the notion domain

The main question that is raised by (33) is how to parameterize anaphors in such a way that the

binding domainδ is slightly different for SOAs andhimself-type anaphors. Although this can

only be suitably addressed in a much larger paper which wouldeffectively redefine the Binding

Theory, naturally, some speculations are in order.

Note that self-type anaphors are sensitive to the Number of the antecedent: there are

morphological reflexes of Number:himself, themselvesetc. Zich-type anaphors do not have

a morphological reflex for Number. Conversely,zich-type anaphors are sensitive to Person; a

first or second-person antecedent cannot bind azich-type anaphor. The same is not true ofself-

type anaphors:myself, yourself etc.23 Drawing on these facts, and the earlier assumption (see

section 2.2) that anaphors are defective in terms of someφ features, I tentatively propose that

the domains of these anaphors be defined in the following way.

(34) The domain of an anaphoric,self-type NP

SELF-Domain: (Tentative) The domainδ is the first DP which functionally determines

the reflexive in terms ofNUMBER features.

This accounts for English-type anaphors since the domain defined by a subject which agrees in

terms of number will always be TP, even in PRO clauses.24

(35) The domain of an anaphoric,zich-type NP

ZICH-Domain: (Tentative) The domainδ is the first DP which functionally determines

the reflexive in terms ofPERSONfeatures.

This accounts for typical SOA examples. The following is from Icelandic.



(36) a. Péturi
Peturi

bað

asked
Jens
Jens

um
PREP

PRO
PRO

að

to
raka
shave

sigi

REFLi

Icelandic (Harbert 1995:192)

If the reflexive is lexically specified as being functional dependency-bound, then the matrix

subjectPetur is a possible antecedent. The grammatical objectJenscannot be a possible

antecedent.25 The domain the the SOA is also defined by the matrix subject which agrees

in terms of Person and Number.

4.3.2 PRO andφ agreement in infinitives

At this point a question is raised by the existence of a PRO subject in (36). After all, PRO

seems to be aSUBJECT so it should also bind the SOA, contrary to fact. PRO ‘subjects’ in

infinitives are potentially a little more complicated than subjects of finite clauses since there is

considerable variation in the typology of infinitive clauses with respect to temporal reference

etc.

The prediction made in section 4.3.1 is that since PRO does not define a domain for long-

distance SOAs, PRO cannot agree with T in terms of Person features. It has been argued that

two types of infinitives exist based on independent time reference or lack of it (Stowell 1982). In

addition, some languages have overt inflection in infinitives (e.g. Portuguese). A full discussion

of the nature of agreement in infinitives is beyond the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, some

preliminary observations are in order.

The example in (36) has an event in the embedded clause which is temporally unordered with

respect to the moment of utterance (speech time) (Cowper 2005, Stowell 1982, Wurmbrand

2001).

(37) a. Pétur asked Jens (yesterday) to shave him (yesterday/sometime later today)

b. [S,R]26



Cowper (2005:26-27) claims that these kinds of infinitives lack a temporaldeixis feature

specifying the relationship of Speech Time and Reference Time. Within Cowper’s feature-

geometric approach, this entails that such infinitival clauses also cannot have a person deixis

specification since without temporal deixis, person deixisis cannot be interpreted (Cowper

2005:18,27).

If this is the case, then in (36), the infinitival clause may lack a fully-fledged INFL/Agreement

projection and consequently, PRO would not determinePERSON agreement on T and could

neither functionally determine the anaphor nor define a domain for the anaphor. This would

preclude PRO from being a suitable antecedent in this particular context. Thus, the prediction

appears to be confirmed although it is likely that infinitivalclauses differ from language to

language in this respect. These intriguing issues await future research.

5 EVIDENCE FOR FUNCTIONAL DEPENDENCIES

In addition to the conceptual argument for functional dependencies, the treatment of functional

dependencies in binding domains, and the discussion about SOAs, in this section, I will provide

some additional arguments in favour of the analysis I have proposed.

5.1 Object agreement

A prediction of the functional dependency approach is that if the agreement between a DP and

T constitutes aSUBJECTand ultimately licenses SOAs, then languages with object agreement

should allow the object to bind SOAs. The reason for this is that the agreeing object will act as

an intervener between an agreeing subject and a SOA – in effect, the agreeing object will act as

a kind ofSUBJECT.



(38) [TP DP [T T. . . [V P DP[V V [TP . . .REFL]]]]
Agr Agr

×

First note that the functional dependency approach does notmake predictions about the

availability of discourse logophors. As I have done throughout this paper, I will focus

exclusively on SOAs (but see section 5.3.2 for a brief discussion).

An initial survey provides circumstantial evidence in favour of this prediction. Languages

with object-agreement do not have exclusive SOAs. However,this argument is incomplete

because many object-agreement languages, such as Mohawk, do not have anaphoric NPs at all

(Baker 1996; 2003) and consequently cannot shed light on thedistribution of SOAs. Similarly,

many Bantu languages have reciprocal markers on the verb itself which affect the way binding

operates in those languages. Nevertheless, there exist languages such as Georgian, Hungarian

and Basque that do have object agreement and also have anaphoric NPs (Amiridze (2006),

Everaert (2001) Liptak p.c., Everaert p.c., Rebuschi p.c.)Of these, none have SOAs.27



(39)

Language S-V Agree V-O Agree Non-logophoric SOA Discourse

Logophors

Icelandic X X sig sig

Norwegian X X seg

Dutch X X zich

Finnish X X itse

Basque X X ×

Georgian X X ×

Hungarian X X ×

English ×? × himself

(Kennedy

and Lidz

2001)

Afrikaans × ×

Malay × × dirinja

(Cole and

Hermon

2005)

Japanese × × zibun(Sells

1987)

Korean × × caki (Gill

1999)

Mandarin Chinese × X ziji

5.2 Italian agreement and binding

More direct evidence for this position comes from Italian.28 Italian is a very useful language

because it does not have object agreement and thus licenses SOAs likeproprio. This lexeme is

a subject-oriented anaphor when it acts as a LDA (Giorgi 1991:186); when it is bound locally

within its clause, then it can be bound either by subject or the object. This dual character of



proprio makes it ideal for exploring the interaction of agreement and binding. In fact, it can

be shown that the antecedent ofproprio is, in part, determined by agreement – and thus by

functional dependency.

Example (40a) shows an object with a PP complement containing a reflexive. Only the

grammatical subject is an appropriate antecedent for the reflexive. The preposition is underlined

for ease of reference. In contrast an adjectival complement(40b)(underlined) does allow the

object as a suitable antecedent for the reflexive.

(40) a. Giannij
Giannij

ha visto
saw

il
the

professorei
professori

con
with

gli
the

studenti
students

che
who

seguivano
followed

il proprio∗i/j

REFL’s∗i/j

corso
class

‘Gianni saw the professor with the students who attended hisclass’ (Giorgi
1991:188)

b. Giannij
Giannij

ha visto
saw

il
the

professorei
professori

contento
satisfied

degli
with the

studenti
students

che
who

seguivano
followed

il proprioi/j

REFL’si/j

corso
class

‘Intended: Gianni saw the professor to be satisfied with the students who followed
his class’ (Giorgi 1991:188)

The data is supported by evidence that DP complements (41) (underlined) pattern with

adjectives and not PPs. The general structure of these examples is illustrated in (42). Although

the structures are identical, only for AP and NP complementsdoes the NP small-clause ‘subject’

functionally determine the complement as evidenced by overt agreement. The dotted line

informally illustrates the functional dependency.

(41) I
the

dipendenti
dependent

hanno
workers

eletto
elected

Giannii
Giannii

presidente
president

della
of

propriai

REFLi

ditta
firm

‘The workers elected Gianni president of his firm’ (Giorgi 1991:189)



(42) a. VP
aaa

!!!
V SC

HHH
���

DPxxx v
cc##

v XP
ZZ��

AP,NP

b. VP
b

bb
"

""
V SC

Z
Z

�
�

DP v
@@��

v XP
TT��

PP

The broad generalization with these data is that in contextswhere the XP complement agrees

with the small clauseSUBJECT (i.e. APs and DPs but not PPs) then a reflexive is licensed.

In other words, for SCs with PPs, the DP is not a trueSUBJECT at all because it does not

functionally determine PP. This is strong evidence for a functional dependency approach.

A reviewer suggests that in a tree such as (42b), the DP could functionally determine an XP if

the DP functionally determined some entity (such as a reflexive) inside the XP itself.

(43) SC
ZZ��

D v
cc##

v PP
cc##

P
cc##

P REFL

The implication is that the presence of a reflexive inside a PPcould ‘open up’ the PP, allowing

it to be functionally determined. In other words, one might expect the presence of agreement to

be contingent on the presence of a reflexive within that phrase – contrary to fact.

The functional dependency approach does not make this kind of prediction. Although the

difference is subtle, from a functional dependency perspective this looking at things from the

wrong direction. If a DP Functionally Determines the PP, then it will also functionally determine

everything inside it. Thus, if agreement is present (being indicative of an underlying functional

dependency), then it will be possible to bind the reflexive. Thus, reflexive binding is contingent

on functional dependency and not vice versa.29



The data in (42) also militates against a solution in terms ofC-command. In both ( (42a,b)

the DP C-commands the reflexive. Yet, only in (42a) does the DPfunctionally determine the

reflexive.30

5.3 Icelandic anaphors

The following section examines putative counter evidence to the main proposal in this paper. It

will be shown that the proposal makes a prediction about the nature of Icelandic quirky subjects

which turns out to be true. The Icelandic data will thus ultimately support the analysis.

The proposal thus far is as follows: a SOA is bound by aSUBJECT defined by functional

dependency (13). If a DP functionally determines its sisterand if the sister dominates (directly

or indirectly) the SOA, then the DP can be an antecedent for anSOA. The presence of the

functional dependency is often indicated by agreement where the DP determines some feature

on its sister. Thus, in (44), where X functionally determines YP and YP dominates the reflexive

(indirectly by transitivity), then X can be an antecedent for the reflexive.

(44) XP
QQ��

X YP
ZZ��

Y ZP
ll,,

Z REFL

As far as the counter-evidence goes, first note, that Icelandic has SOAs (Maling 1984) (45). In

these examples, the reflexive possessivesinnican only be bound by the subject.

(45) a. Siggai
Siggai.NOM

barði
hit

mig
me.ACC

með
with

dúkkunni
doll.DAT

sinnii/*hennari
REFLi/heri.POSS

‘Sigga hit me with her doll’(Zaenen et al. 1985:101)



b. Ég
I

barði
hit

Siggui
Siggai.ACC

með
with

dúkkunni
doll

*sinnii/hennari
REFLi/heri.POSS

‘I hit Sigga with her doll’(Zaenen et al. 1985:101)

In Icelandic quirky case constructions, various tests indicate that the quirky DP is a clausal

subject (Maling 1984, Zaenen et al. 1985). In particular, the dative DP can bind a SOA (46).

The Nominative DP cannot bind a SOA.

(46) Hennii
she-DATi

voru
were.PL

(ekki
(not

strax)
immediately)

sagðar/gefnar
told.PL/given.PL

uplýsingarnar
the.news.PL

um
about

að

that
maðurinn
husband

sini

REFLi

vri
was

dáinn
dead

‘She was not immediately told/given the news that her husband was dead’ (Maling p.c.)

(47) Henni
she-DATi

líkuðu
liked-PL.

ekki
not

upplýsingarnar
news.the.PL

um
about

að

COMP

maðurinn
husband

sinn/hennar
REFLi/heri

vri
was

dáinn
dead
‘She did not like the news that her husband was dead’ (Maling p.c.)

In example (46), the subjecthenni is marked with dative case. It is this quirky subject which

is the antecedent of the SOAsin. The nominative DPuplýsingarnarcannot bind the anaphor.

The verb has plural agreement with the nominative DP. This constitutes counter-evidence to the

proposal. This means that the Icelandic data are an important test-case for the current proposal.

5.3.1 Icelandic dative agreement

This is potentially problematic for the approach to SOAs proposed in this paper. I have claimed

that SOAs are sensitive to functional dependencies. The data in (46) clearly show that it is the

nominative DP which determines agreement on the verb and yet, the quirky dative-case-marked

DP is the antecedent of the SOA. If the current proposal is to be sustained, then there must be

agreement between the quirky DP and the verb. Note that agreement need only be with a single



feature in order to constitute a functional dependency (seedefinition of functional dependency

9). In particular, the prediction of section 4.3.1 is that the dative-case-marked DP must agree

with the verb in terms of Person features. Two interrelated predictions emerge. If the the second

is correct, then there is evidence for relativized domains and functional dependencies. If only

the first is correct, there is evidence for functional dependencies but the approach to relativized

domains will have to be reconsidered.

(48) Prediction 1: Icelandic quirky dative-case-marked DPs must functionally determine the

verb if they are to serve as antecedents for SOAs.

(49) Prediction 2: If the relativized approach to domains is correct (see section 4.3.1 then

Icelandic quirky dative-case-marked DPs must functionally determine the verb in terms

of Person features if they are to serve as antecedents for SOAs.

A closer look at the Icelandic data confirm both predictions.First it should be noted

that agreement between the verb and the nominative ‘object’does not display the clear-cut

paradigm associated with prototypical subject-verb agreement (Boeckx 2000b, Sigurðsson

1996, Taraldsen 1995): ‘the facts get murky’ (Boeckx 2000b:357).

(50) a. Henni
her.DAT.3SG

leiddust/*?leiddist
bored.3PL/3SG

þeir
they.NOM.3PL

‘She was bored with them’ (Taraldsen 1995:307)

b. Henni
her.DAT

*leiddumst/?*leiddust/?*leiddust/?*leiddist
bored.1PL/3PL/default

við
we.1PL.NOM

‘She was bored with us’(Boeckx 2000b:360)

Example (50a) shows that a 3PL nominative object triggers full agreement on the verb. However

(50b), shows that when the nominative object is 1PL then agreement fails. In fact, the sentence

is ineffable. This contrasts with the clear-cut and consistent instances of agreement between a

nominative subject and the verb in canonical finite clauses.The data suggest that agreement

with the nominative object is in terms of number features. But agreement in terms of person is



subject to additional constraints.

The problem is further illustrated with raising contexts. When there is more than one dative DP

in the clause, then agreement with the Nominative DP is not asclear cut. It appears that the

dative DP of the embedded clause can determine agreement on the matrix raising verb to some

extent. Thus quirky dative subjects are not inert for agreement. The arrow informally represents

agreement.

(51) Mér
me.DAT

fannst/*fundust
seemed.3SG/3PL

henni
her.DAT

leiðast
bore

þeir
they.NOM

‘I thought she was bored by them’ (Boeckx 2000b:359)

(52) Mér
me.DAT

hefur/*hafa
has.SG/have.PL

alltaf
often

virst
seemed

honum
him.DAT

líka
like

bækur
books.NOM.PL

‘it has often seemed to me that he likes books’(Boeckx 2000b:359)

Boeckx (2000b) argues that the presence of a quirky dative-case-marked subject, blocks person

agreement between the nominative DP and the raising verb. Ifthe quirky DP induces minimality

effects, then it must be the case that quirky DPs agree with verbs in person features. If the

quirky DP had inert person features then no minimality effect would be apparent. The following

schema applies.

(53) Quirky DP.DAT VERB
PERSON

NUMBER

DP.NOM

However, there is still the question of why person agreementis not morphologically realized.

Boeckx (2000b) derives this from a universal typological constraint first proposed by Bonet

(1994):



(54) . . . if person/number agreement on the verb obtains witha dative element (in

the case of Icelandic, a Quirky subject element), then verb agreement with the

accusative DP must be third person (adapted from Boeckx (2000b:365)).

Although there is no actual morphological spellout of this agreement, it is proposed by Boeckx

(2000b) that the agreement between the dative subject and the verb cannot be morphologically

realized because of the complex relationship between T and nominative case checking.

By contrast, when the nominative object is first or second person, then the resulting sentences

are predicted to be completely ungrammatical. This is borneout by the facts. In (55a,b,c) the

examples are all ungrammatical because the nominative object is not 3rd person. This blocks

person agreement between the dative subject and the verb.

(55) a. Henni
her.DAT

*leiddumst/?*leiddust/?*leiddist
bored.1pl/3pl/default

við
we.NOM

‘She was bored with us’ (Sigurðsson 1996) in Boeckx (2000b:360)

b. *Henni
her.DAT

voruð

were
sýndir/sýndar
shown.MASC/FEM

ið
you.NOM

‘You were shown to her’ (Sigurðsson 1996) in Boeckx (2000b:367)

c. *Henni
her.DAT

vorum
were

sýndir/sýndar
shown.MASC/FEM

við
we.NOM

‘You were shown to her’ (Sigurðsson 1996) in Boeckx (2000b:367)

The analysis of Boeckx (2000b) demonstrates that the quirkyDP functionally determines person

features on the verb. This is sufficient to construe the quirky DP as aSUBJECT in terms of

the definition in (13). Consequently, it is predicted that the quirky DP can function as an

antecedent for SOAs, as demonstrated by (46). Thus, although the Icelandic data initially

seemed problematic for the proposal, they ultimately follow from it.



5.3.2 Features responsible for SOA binding

If the results of the previous sections are correct, then antecedent of an SOA must be a DP

which functionally determines the anaphor with regard to (at least) Person features.

Some researchers (e.g. Hellan (1991)) have posited the notion of ‘perspective command’ to

account for the distributions of SOAs and logophors. For instance, Sigurðsson (1990) shows that

Icelandic SOAs invoke “reference to a secondary ego from this ego’s point of view” (Sigurðsson

1990:328). This makes intuitive sense if one considers thePERSONspecification as a speaker

perspective (Boeckx 2000b, Levinson 2000). First person identifies the speaker,I ; second

person identifies the animate hearer; third person is for therest. First person must always

be a self-concious agent capable of locution (i.e. +animate). Second person is less agentive,

being consistent with passive listeners, but neverthelessmust always be an entity capable of

comprehension (i.e. +animate).31

Using Person features makes an additional prediction prediction: the antecedents of SOAs

should be obligatorily animate – at least in Icelandic giventhe analysis in section 5.3.1. It is

worth pointing out that this restriction would remain puzzling under traditional Binding Theory.

This prediction is confirmed by Maling (p.c.): a local reflexive (i.e. a not exclusively subject-

oriented reflexive) in Icelandic may have an inanimate antecedent (56), but a long-distance

reflexive must have an animate antecedent.32

(56) a. Eldurinni

firei-NOM
huldi
covered

allt
all

nánasta
nearest

umhverfi
surroundings

sittíi
REFLi

þykkum
thick

reykjarmekki
smoke

‘Fire covered covered/veiled all the suroundings in its thick smoke’(Maling p.c.)



6 AGREEMENT VS FUNCTIONAL DEPENDENCIES

Throughout this paper, I have argued that functional dependencies underpin the notion of

subjecthood. However, the evidence adduced in this paper could also be perceived as

demonstrating that agreement is the foundation of subjecthood. Then the question could arise

as to whether we need bother with functional dependency at all.

Let us distinguish agreement fromAGREE. Agreement is not a sufficient characterization

of SUBJECTs for the following reasons. Not all languages have overt agreement. This is

not to say that they do not have underlying functional dependencies – merely that in these

languages, agreement is not an overt manifestation of such afunctional dependency. Taking

agreement alone as the necessary characteristic of subjecthood would amount to saying that

these languages have no subjects! Importantly, a language like Mandarin Chinese exists which

has subject-oriented anaphora without having overt agreement. Similarly, Icelandic quirky-case

constructions have subjects which can be characterized by functional dependencies even though

overt agreement does not take place.

If we expand our horizons to include both agreement andAGREE, then the next reason why this

alone cannot replace functional dependencies is that, as explained in section 1.1, agreement is

only one particular empirical way of characterizing subjects in some languages; other defining

features that have been proposed are correlations with nominative case, EPP, filler of SpecTP

etc. However, there are exceptions to all of these – including agreement. What is needed is

a theoretical means of distinguishing which of these criteria are central to subjecthood and

which are, in effect, epiphenomenal. This paper has argued that functional dependencies are

theoretically primitive, deriving from bare phrase structure (Chomsky 1995a) and that verbal

φ agreement isone sufficient (but not necessary) overt reflex of an underlying functional

dependency.33 Thus functional dependencies provide a theoretical way of choosing between

all the alternative ways of identifying subjects that have been proposed in the literature.

For instance, it has long been known that agreement determines binding domains. For



instance, (Leland and Kornfilt 1981) explored a Turkish dialect with agreeing and non-agreeing

infinitives. Non-agreeing infinitives could not bind anaphors in their complement; agreeing ones

could. This insight was incorporated into the Binding Theory of Chomsky (1981) by stipulation.

Hitherto there has not been any reason why this should be the case; the present paper provides

the theoretical framework to formalize this insight.

Another area where functional dependency is useful where simple agreement is less so is

in the domain of English expletive constructions. These maycall into question the notion

of subjects occupying SpecTP because a non-agreeing expletive occupies SpecTP while the

agreeing ‘associate’ DP occupies SpecvP.

(57) There are three men on the roof

While a considerable amount of ink has been spilled in accounting for these constructions,

the FD approach would simply claim that the true subject of the sentence is the associate DP

since this demonstrably functionally determines agreement. This does not, however, preclude a

feature-movement approach where the formal features of theassociate raise to SpecTP. In short,

the FD approach is consistent with a variety of treatments within the Chomskyan paradigm.

What the FD approachdoesrule out is a situation where the expletivethere is considered

simultaneously the true subject of the sentence and also a pronoun: an independent pronoun

could only be the true subject if it also agrees with the verb.34

Turning to the theoretical notion ofAGREE, there are also reasons whyAGREE alone cannot

be the defining feature of subjecthood.35 It is important to realize that any instance ofAGREE

(where an interpretable feature determines the value of a corresponding uninterpretable feature)

is also a functional dependency. The inverse does not necessarily hold however. Crucial in

this respect is the fact thatAGREE is not transitive. If a DP agrees with T, then it is not a

valid statement to say that the DP alsoAGREEs with everything in the C-command domain of

T. However, functional dependencies are, by definition, transitive and if the DP Functionally

Determines T then it also Functionally Determines everything in the domain of T. This is



important when dealing with SOAs where the subject-antecedent functionally determines the

SOA even though the subject may not actuallyAGREE with the anaphor itself. It is the local

agreement between theSUBJECT and and its sister which allows the SOA to be transitively

functionally determined.36

This opens the way for functional dependencies to circumvent certain kinds of minimality

restrictions in a principled way – an empirically necessary(if theoretically unwelcome)

requirement in order to account for LDAs. In the following schematic (58), the subject agrees

with T and thereby Functionally Determines the LDA. The object, does not agree with anything

and thereby does not FD the LDA. There is no minimality violation with respect to functional

dependency because there is no other DP closer to the anaphorwhich functionally determines

it. This is not possible usingAGREE: anyAGREE relation between the subject and the anaphor

will incur a minimality violation because of the existence of a closer DP with the same features

as the subject.

(58) subject-antecedent . . . non-agreeing object . . . anaphor

× AGREE

FD

7 CONCLUSION

This paper provides a definition ofSUBJECTin terms of functional dependencies in the spirit of

the Minimalist Program. I have argued that functional dependency is an important theoretical

device that follows directly from standard assumptions about phrase structure and syntactic

relationships. Narrow Syntax utilizes this tool to determine domains of anaphors and derive the

subject-orientation of some types of anaphors.

In addition to the theoretical argument, have provided a variety of arguments for functional

dependency from a variety of areas. First, functional dependencies were motivated on

conceptual grounds and it was shown that they follow from basic assumptions about phrase

structure, agreement etc. It was then demonstrated that functional dependencies could be



used to define domains for local anaphors. The argument for functional dependencies was

then extended to SOAs where it was shown that functional dependencies provide a means of

accounting for SOAs and possibly to bring them within the fold of Binding Theory. Evidence

for this analysis was drawn from the typological tendency for languages with object agreement

not to have SOAs. This was reinforced by discussion of Italian, where binding of SOAs is

determined by agreement. Finally, important evidence for the functional dependency approach

came from Icelandic Quirky case constructions. The functional dependency approach predicts

that Quirky-case-marked DPs must agree with the verb. This prediction was proved to be

correct.

Ultimately, functional dependency may offer ways of explaining other types of subject

orientation (e.g. subject-oriented PRO, subject-oriented adverbs etc.) and may offer the

prospect of unifying different types ofSUBJECT with a single characteristic: grammatical

SUBJECTs all functionally determine their sisters.

Notes

1I would like to thank the audiences at SALA 2006 and SICOL 2006for their input. In particular, I would
like to thank Joan Maling, Georges Rebuschi, Luis Vicente, Aniko Liptak and Jie Huang for their data, insight
discussion and suggestions. All remaining errors are my own. This paper is an extension of the paper presented at
SICOL 2006 and develops the questions of binding domains andIcelandic anaphors, which could not be developed
in the earlier paper.

2I distinguish here between ‘subject’ andSUBJECT, the former being a specific instantiation (limited to overt
XPs in finite clauses) of the latter. The notion ofSUBJECTcovers instances which traditional subjecthood does not
e.g. possessors. PRO etc.

3The Incredible Hulk is the alter ego of Dr. Robert Bruce Banner.
4It is also not immediately clear why SpecDP (the location of possessors) should be analogous to SpecTP since

at a feature level T and N have little in common.
5The preciseφ features will become apparent in section 5.3.1 where it willbe shown that long-distance anaphors

have person features, but lack additionalφ features. Similarly, this paper will make clear the kind of command
relation which is envisaged.

6Actually, a so-called partial ordering with only two elements arguably constitutes a total ordering.
7A formal definition is as follows: a relationR satisfies functional dependency X→ Y if for every pair r1, r2

of tuples ofR, if r1[X]=r2[X] , thenr1[Y]=r2[Y] (Sagiv et al. 1981:437). In this paper, functional dependencies
will be represented by arrows e.g. X→ Y.

8Space prohibits a formal proof that syntactic relations such as selection andAGREE instantiate functional
dependencies. A formal proof would have to show that these relations are at least reflexive, transitive and
antisymmetric. A stronger hypothesis is that at least selection and AGREE are irreflexive, transitive and
antisymmetric and thus instantiate strict partial ordering.

9I wish to thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing this out. Strictly speaking, under the strongest version
of my proposal, the tree in (11) could be redrawn withφ features projecting; this would retain the idea that the
functional dependencies can be ‘read off’ the tree structure.

a. [Agr/φ . . . [TP . . . [T . . . ]]]

The result shows an agreement projection above T, a structure which is fairly standard.



10Note that I am not arguing that all functional dependencies represent phase structure – clearly linguistic
structures are subject to additional constraints that set theory is not. However, the utilization of functional
dependencies is a useful tool to represent phrase structures and provide additional insights.

11I do not use AgrO, object agreement, projections since thereis a movement away from agreement projections
in recent work where it is assumed thatv assigns accusative case to the DP object. I have not represented this
relationship for the sake of simplicity. However, nothing hinges on this and one could also represent the DP object
adjoined tovP wherev → DP.

12Note that this is not the same as saying the the subject DP selects T. Rather, a subset of the features of the
DP functionally determine a subset of features on T. Thus, byvirtue of AGREE (i.e. not by virtue of selection) a
functional dependency exists such that DP→T.

13I am aware that this argument is something of a straw man. Traditional BT might simply counter by saying that
a binding domain is determined by the presence of a subject and not the presence of a subject position. However,
this merely emphasizes that there is something about subjects that triggers domains – there is still no indication as
to what that something might be.

14Equally seriously, subjects are obligatory in clauses but are seemingly optional in DPs – at least in English
(i.e. the EPP, a putatively central feature of subjects is not active inside English DPs).

15I thank Jie Huang, a 28-year old, male linguistics student who grew up in Qingdao, for his Mandarin
judgements. I assume the Chinese examples quoted by Hellan (1991) to refer to Mandarin Chinese. All examples
from my own informant are Mandarin.

16There are, however, differences between the SOA phenomena in these languages. See section 4.2.
17A higher subject can only bind a LDA if the lower subject agrees in person features (see also Cole and Hermon

(2005), Huang and Tang (1991)).
18I do not want to justify the relative merits of this approach,merely to describe it.
19But see ‘Hellan (1991) for other possibilities.
20There are a few instances where an element can FD-command something without it C-commanding it,

depending on one’s notion of C-command. It is not clear to me that these instances actually ever occur in natural
language, so in practice, it may be the case that FD-command is a subset of C-command. However, until this is
demonstrated, I will assume that they are distinct.

21In fact, given my argument that agreement can constitute a functional dependency, this claim is consistent
with the assumption that anaphors have uninterpretableφ features which must be checked. The difference between
AGREE (technically defined in terms of C-command) and and FD is that only the subject’s features functionally
determine the anaphor, whereas, it is conceivable that any intervening DP could AGREE with it.

22Parameterization implies the existence of a feature with the value [+functional dependency-BOUND] and
another feature with the value [+C-BOUND].

23Supporting evidence for this intuition is thatthat while the Icelandic and Mandarin Chinese data showPERSON

features, and indirectly animacy, to be significant, Hungarian data show that at least some agreement features (e.g.
definiteness features) are less important.

a. Az ikrek feljelentették Bélát egymásnak
the twins reported-3PL.DEF Bélát-ACC each.other-DAT

’The twins reported Béla to themselves.’

In this example, object agreement occurs in terms of definiteness. However, AgrO does not delimit a domain for
binding of ordinary anaphors; it it did then the subject would be unable to bind the anaphor. This suggests that
a full characterization of binding domains awaits further investigation. Sufficient for the moment is the fact that
binding domains can be defined in terms of functional dependency.

24PRO, if it is a trueSUBJECTmust agree with T in terms of at least one feature.NUMBER would seem to be the
bare minimum type of agreement that can occur since, unlikePERSONit has clear semantic content. The issue of
PERSONis less clear (See section 4.3.2).

25Note that this proposal does not necessarily derive all the characteristics of SOAs in (21). These await a fully
fledged theory of SOAs, which is beyond the scope of this paperwhich must necessarily restrict itself to the notion
of SUBJECT.

26I use the Reichenbachian notation provided by Giorgi and Pianesi (1997) where [S-R] (Speech Time precedes
Reference Time), [R-S] (Reference Time precedes Speech Time) and [S,R] (Speech Time and Reference Time are
unspecified in relation to each other).

27A reviewer points out that it is potentially a problem for my account that under some Minimalist accounts,
abstractAGREE occurs between the object andv. It is true thatv assigns Case to the syntactic object viaAGREE in



order to account for Burzio’s generalization. However, this is a functional dependency of the typev→ DP (not DP
→ v). Thus, it is not the case thatv assigning case to the object results in a situation where theDP object defines
a binding domain. There is no evidence of the converse where the DP object checksφ features onv. Even if v
were to haveuφ features then it would always be the case that the subject DP in SpecvP would be ‘closer’ than
the object DP – thus it would simply not be possible for the object DP to checkuφ features onv thereby creating
a binding domain.

28Czech also has similar constructions (Toman 1991).
29A reviewer also asks whether the sisterhood condition couldnot be weakened to a C-command condition,

suggesting that if small clauses have heads then this is independently necessary. In fact, the FD approach does not
prevent the possibility of the existence of small-clause heads since thev head of a small clause must ultimately
have a subject where DP→ v (or else there is no rationale for calling it a ‘small clause’). Then, the DP would
transitively FD everything in the complement of the small-clause head. Equally however, the FD approach does
not require the existence of a small clause head at all since aFD can be established directly between the DP and
the AP complement if necessary. I am aware, though, that thisruns against current conceptions of phrase structure.

30It might be claimed that in (42b) a PP is a binding domain and thus the reflexive in the PP cannot be bound from
outside the domain. While this may be relevant for local anaphors, subject-oriented anaphors can by definition be
bound from outside a local domain. Thus, the argument against C-command cannot be evaded in this fashion.

31Abstracting away from instances when non-human and non-animate objects are imbued with the human-like
qualities of comprehension e.g. in fairy-tale contexts.

32In fact, this sheds light on why so many languages with SOAs also have logophors (the table in example -
39 on page 26). Logophors are also oriented towards speaker perspective (Hellan 1991). Thus, there is a similarity
between SOAs and logophors generally. The key difference isthat logophors are subject to a pragmatic construal
of (speaker) perspective, whereas syntactic SOAs are subject to the grammaticalization of that perspective, namely
person features. An interesting question for future research would be to ascertain whether there is a diachronic
grammaticalization cline between discourse logophors andsyntactically bound SOAs.

33Other means of identifying functional dependencies exist.For instance, if Nominative case on DPs is uT on
D as proposed by Pesetsky and Torrego (2001), then there is a functional dependency such that T→ D. Similarly,
in Icelandic quirky-case constructions, linguistics can identify a FD even in the absence of agreement.

34Obviously there is no problem ifthereis the true subject of the sentence but also an overt manifestation of the
moved, formal features of the associate.

35Note that the Icelandic quirky-case constructions do exhibit an underlyingAGREE relationship and thus cannot
be used to rule out the possibility ofAGREE being the key characteristic of subjecthood.

36Another reason againstAGREE is that it is limited within phases. Thus, it is not possible for an antecedent
to agree at long distance, across a phase boundary with a reflexive. On the other hand, because functional
dependencies are transitive, they can be computed at any distance regardless of whether a phase-boundary
intervenes or not.
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